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Flip video camcorder has made its name world wide. It's very creative, cool and super simple.
You can email videos (it will automatically compress and reformat the video to an acceptable
size), save videos locally (you can organize them by creating folders), share videos online via
AOL and edit them as well. It also has very simple yet functional video editing capacity; the
four family members Flip Mino, Flip Mino HD, Flip Ultra and Flip Ultra HD will definitely meet
demands of a large quantity of population with different preference.

At the time we are happy for ourselves for having purchased it to make some memorable
videos that we can share in a blink of the eye with our friends and family. We find there is
something flip video just can’t do, flip video produces h.264 and mp4 files. But some one
would prefer the. Mpeg file as output format. Is there a shortcut to convert flip to mpeg?

Flip video to mpeg convertesr is a very powerful and easy-to-use Flip Video to mpeg video
converter app. It can convert any Flip video to mpeg with flexible settings and high conversion
speed. The program supports Flip Mino, Flip Mino HD, Flip Ultra and Flip Ultra HD. Flip video
to mpeg converter allows you to convert multiple video files at a time, trim your video files to
capture your favorite video clips, crop movie video, and set movie effects and so on.

Key Features

All Flip video camcorders supported:

Supported to import Flip Mino video, Flip Mino HD video, Flip Ultra video and Flip Ultra video.

Convert Flip Video to mpeg and a variety of other formats:

Supported video to export: avi, mpg, mpeg, wmv, 3g2, 3gp, dv, vob, mkv, mov, mp4, flv, rm,
rmvb,
Supported audio to export: mp3, wav, wma, aac, ac3, flac, aiff, amr, m4a, mka, mp2, ra

Support rips audio only from flip video

Crop Video

Crop your movie video to remove the black video sides.

Trim Movie Length

Trim your video files to convert your favorite movie clips.
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Real-time Preview

Provide two preview panes to let you look at the results first before converting.

Merge Multiple Video Files

Complete with a Video Joiner that lets you merge more than one file into a single file.

Take Screenshots

Capture your favorite pictures from your video files and save the captured pictures on your
computer.

Online service and free update service

We provide the best online service and solve your in time, Program will periodically receive
free upgrade service
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